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The application and integration of molecular profiling technologies create novel opportunities for personal-
ized medicine. Here, we introduce the Tumor Profiler Study, an observational trial combining a prospective
diagnostic approach to assess the relevance of in-depth tumor profiling to support clinical decision-making
with an exploratory approach to improve the biological understanding of the disease.
Introduction
In recent years, the advent of next-gener-

ation sequencing (NGS) has allowed

cancer centers worldwide to offer person-

alized treatments, particularly to cancer

patients who have no approved treatment

options. In this precision oncology

approach, off-label treatments are sug-

gested according to the genetic profile

of a tumor and are agnostic to the tissue

of origin. However, only about one-third

of patients show a significant clinical

response (Rodon et al., 2019). This calls

for approaches to decipher how alter-

ations beyond genetic and epigenetic
ones—tumor microenvironment, cellular

heterogeneity, and cell-cell interac-

tions—eventually shape tumor growth,

vulnerability, and treatment response.

The limitations of assessing genetic

markers alone have become evident in a

basket trial treating BRAF V600E-positive

malignancies with the BRAF inhibitor Ve-

murafenib. While the BRAF mutation pre-

dicts inhibitor efficacy in melanoma, no

response was observed in colorectal can-

cer (Hyman et al., 2015), likely due to

feedback activation of the EGFR pathway

present in colorectal cancer but absent in

melanoma (Prahallad et al., 2012).
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Technological progress allows for a

comprehensive analysis of the molecular

profile and functional responses of tumor

cells as well as the composition, spatial

organization, and interactions of cells

that constitute tumor tissues. These de-

velopments have spawned several large-

scale initiatives to improve human health

(HuBMAP Consortium, 2019; Rajewsky

et al., 2020; Rozenblatt-Rosen et al.,

2020). However, no existing effort

assesses whether cutting-edge technolo-

gies can contribute to clinical decision-

making in oncology. Here, we introduce

the Tumor Profiler (TuPro) study, which
, 2021 ª 2021 Published by Elsevier Inc. 1
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we design to deliver an integrated treat-

ment recommendation based on a tu-

mor’s high-resolution molecular profile

and its ex vivo drug response to the tumor

board within a clinically relevant turn-

around time. This approach has the po-

tential to alter current diagnostics and

paves the way for the translation of

comprehensive molecular profiling into

clinical decision-making.

Study setup
TuPro is an approved, observational clin-

ical study (BASEC: 2018-02050, 2018-

02052, 2019-01326) in which we prospec-

tively profile patient tumor samples and

assess whether combined multi-omics

and functional readouts can provide evi-

dence to support clinical decision-making

beyond available and emerging diagnostic

technologies such as digital pathology

and targeted NGS (Figure 1A). The tech-

nologies included in TuPro are selected

based on their ability to provide part of a

multi-level depiction of the tumor or its

microenvironment as well as their poten-

tial to deliver robust and clinically relevant

insights in short turnaround times. The

technologies are applied to 240 tumor

samples collected over 3 years across

three cancer indications: metastatic mela-

noma, metastatic epithelial ovarian can-

cer, and acute myeloid leukemia (AML).

The selection of these indications is based

on the potential clinical benefit and avail-

ability of sufficient tumor material for

simultaneous analysis across all technolo-

gies (Supplemental Information, Note 1). In

addition to multiple bulk approaches, an

average of two million single cells per pa-

tient are profiled across six technologies

with single-cell readouts. The resulting

data are analyzed immediately in the

context of a ‘‘Fast Diagnostic loop,’’ where

their relevance to generate treatment rec-

ommendations on a per-patient basis is

investigated. An in-depth analysis of the

data acquired at the cohort level, including

the clinical outcome of each patient

collected over a 6-month follow-upperiod,

is performed in the context of an ‘‘Explor-

atory Science loop,’’ where we will take

advantage of our multiscale approach to

improve the understanding of the disease

and discover novel biomarkers.

Profiling technologies
We include two emerging clinical diag-

nostic approaches, i.e., tests that are not
2 Cancer Cell 39, March 8, 2021
yet standard in cancer diagnostics, and

seven exploratory profiling technologies

in the TuPro study (Figures 1A and

S1). Single-cell genomics approaches

(scRNA [Papalexi and Satija, 2018] and

scDNA [Kuipers et al., 2020]) generate

a high-resolution map of the tumor

microenvironment, characterize tumor

cell heterogeneity, establish each tumor’s

evolutionary history, and take advantage

of insights into cancer genomics and tran-

scriptomics acquired over the past de-

cades. We perform bulk (DIA-MS) proteo-

typing (Gillet et al., 2012; Xuan et al., 2020)

and single-cell CyTOF (Wagner et al.,

2019) protein-based analyses not only to

expand on and translate transcriptomic

observations but also to assess post-

translational modifications affecting pro-

teins involved in signaling pathways. The

characterization of the tumor microenvi-

ronment is enriched with spatially resolved

approaches: digital pathology and imaging

mass cytometry (IMC) (Giesen et al., 2014)

enable the characterization of cell-cell in-

teractions within the tumor microenviron-

ment by providing quantitative, single-

cell, and spatially resolved data. This is of

particular value for predicting the success

of therapies that depend on direct cell-cell

interactions, such as immune checkpoint

inhibitors. To understand how the compre-

hensive molecular profile translates into

drug sensitivity or resistance, we include

two ex vivo, single-cell resolution drug

response profiling technologies. Pharma-

coscopy (Snijder et al., 2017; Vladimer

et al., 2017) focuses on cancer-cell-

specific drug effectiveness using cell

death as a readout, while 4i (iterative indi-

rect immunofluorescence imaging) Drug

Response Profiling (Gut et al., 2018)

maps the changes in proliferation or

survival signaling pathways upon drug

treatment, using a multiplexed readout of

cancer-relevant molecular markers. Both

assays screen a cancer-type-specific set

of approved or promising off-label cancer

drugs, alone or in combination. Finally,

TuPro includes bulk RNA sequencing

and targeted DNA sequencing of the tu-

mor and of blood-derived cell-free DNA

cfDNA). These well-established cancer-

profiling molecular approaches enable

the comparison to existing large-scale

cohort studies, to leverage their informa-

tion for patients included in the TuPro

study. The unique combination of TuPro

technologies overcomes the limitations of
current genetic-centric personalized med-

icine options by providing complementary

biomarker data across multiple biological

levels and offering a holistic view of a tu-

mor’s biology for each individual patient.
Study workflow
All the technology platforms analyze

viable fresh frozen tumormaterial or blood

(cf. DNA) from eligible patients in the Fast

Diagnostic loop (Figure 1A). These data

are then integrated with the results from

the emerging clinical diagnostic ap-

proaches, i.e., targeted NGS panel

sequencing and digital pathology, and

clinical data to produce a molecular

research report (MRR) for each patient.

This report is used in a pre-tumor board

(pre-TB), where a multidisciplinary group

of physicians generates treatment recom-

mendations based on three levels of

evidence: level A, standard clinical guide-

lines (ESMO clinical guidelines); level B,

level A plus emerging clinical diagnostic

approaches; and level C, all previous evi-

dence levels plus data from TuPro explor-

atory technologies. Recommendations

for all three levels are recorded and used

to assess the usefulness of TuPro, based

on defined metrics (see below). These

metrics assess whether TuPro data

provide actionable information beyond

current diagnostics and also, in the longer

term, whether this information is corre-

lated with patient outcome. Recommen-

dations based on level C, along with a

synopsis of the pre-TB discussion, are

communicated to the tumor board. This

interdisciplinary expert panel makes the

final decision on the best treatment strat-

egy, given all available information on the

individual patient.

Clinical follow-up data, such as cancer

treatments, side effects, and response

data, are used as part of the clinical eval-

uation of treatment recommendations.

Furthermore, these data will be analyzed

in conjunction with the molecular data

provided by the TuPro technologies within

the Exploratory Science loop (Figure 1A),

where hypothesis-generating analyses

are carried out throughout the study.

With its Fast Diagnostic and Exploratory

Science loops, TuPro’s hybrid nature al-

lows both to recommend actions for

each patient based on the identified rele-

vant features and to carry out research

activities throughout the study, increasing



A

B

Figure 1. The Tumor Profiler (TuPro) study
(A) Study overview: the study workflow entails patient enrollment, sample collection, analysis by different technology platforms and data integration, creation and
discussion of molecular research and summary reports, discussion of treatment options in pre-tumor boards, and the final treatment decision in tumor boards.
The study consists of two loops: (1) a Fast Diagnostic loop, which provides integrated information fromdiagnostic and TuPro exploratory technologies in a 4-week
turnaround time from surgery to tumor board; and (2) an Exploratory Science loop, in which cohort analysis is performed during and at the end of the clinical study.
4i DRP, iterative indirect immunofluorescence imaging Drug Response Profiling; CyTOF, mass cytometry; IMC, imaging CyTOF; sc, single-cell.
(B) Schematic representation of the qualitative and quantitative transition from the raw data generated by all TuPro technology platforms to the molecular
summary report. The amount of data generated for each patient and overall at each step is indicated below.
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the possibilities for new discoveries in

cancer biology.

Data analysis and reporting
framework for tumor boards
The TuPro study requires a technical and

organizational framework for the collec-

tion and centralization of molecular and

clinical data and for structured reporting

to tumor boards. The clinical and molecu-

lar data are collected, stored, and

analyzed in a customized research data

management system. A multidisciplinary

team jointly generates the MRR

(Figure 1B) based on the collected data

and technology-specific analyses. The

MRR ismade accessible via an interactive
web application that provides an overview

of potential treatment suggestions along

with the specific evidence supporting

each option and facilitates discussions

between technology experts and clini-

cians in the pre-TB. A summary of the

MRR and the treatment suggestions

from the pre-TB is used as a molecular

summary report for supporting treatment

decisions at the tumor board (Figure 1B).

Beyond the clinically driven investigation,

the TuPro consortium carries out a deep,

discovery-driven analysis of individual

and combined technologies to identify

new features to improve the understand-

ing of tumor biology and predict treatment

responses. In this context, the inclusion of
two ex vivo drug response assessments

at the single-cell level constitutes a

notable difference to ongoing efforts and

enables the discovery of novel predictive

biomarkers. In parallel, we aim at devel-

oping new computational models to

integrate multimodal single-cell technolo-

gies for an unprecedented depth of

insight into biological processes, which

will constitute relevant resources for the

scientific community (Supplemental Infor-

mation, Note 2).

Advancements in personalized
treatment decision support
Treatment decisions based on histopath-

ological analyses and targeted NGS
Cancer Cell 39, March 8, 2021 3
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B Routine biomarkers Emerging biomarkers Exploratory biomarkers

Definition

● Defined biomarker identifying patients likely 
to benefit from a specific drug (incl. 
Companion diagnostics*)

● Improved clinical outcome shown in 
prospective clinical trials#

● Clinical evidence supporting likely clinical 
benefit exists

● No data currently available on survival 
endpoints#

● Potentially clinically relevant information 
(predictive of response, resistance, etc.)

● No conclusive clinical data available#

Common use ● Standard of care
● Routine clinical use

● Emerging standard of care
● Used by Molecular Tumor Boards

● Preclinical studies
● Hypothetical target

Examples

● BRCA mutations for PARP inhibitors
● EGFR amplification for anti-EGFR antibody
● MSI status for anti PD1 treatment 

● PTEN loss for PI3K inhibitors
● AKT1 activation for AKT inhibitors
● pERK elevation for MEK inhibitors

● Pathway activation scores
● Increased splicing burden
● Others
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Clinical usefulness parameters Levels

1

Overall clinical usefulness
Report changed tumor board decision
Usefulness of molecular summary report for decision of treating physicians or Tumor Board panel
ESCAT category of tumor board recommendation for genetic markers

 
[yes/no]
[0-5 usefulness scale]
[ESCAT category 1-6]
 

2
Technology-specific
Added value for a given treatment recommendation beyond histopathology and targeted NGS

 
[useful, not useful, not 
measurable, does not 
apply]

3

Patient-outcome specific
Treatment terminated due to toxicity
TTFST ratio (TTFST 2 / TTFST 1)
OS (from enrolment until death)
Other standard utility metrics typically collected in clinical trials

 
[yes/no]
[greater or lower than 1.3]
[months]

4 Clinical hypothesis generation  

5 Development of novel clinical biomarkers  

6 Clinical actionability grading based on molecular profiling  
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Figure 2. Clinical applicability of TuPro results
(A) Clinical usefulness is assessed with respect to six different parameters. The recorded levels are listed in the last column. The first two clinical usefulness
parameters represent information that is collected and assessed throughout the study. Parameter 3 information is analyzed at the end of the analysis phase, and
parameters 4–6 are investigated at the end of the study, once all the information has been integrated. OS, overall survival; TTFST, time to first subsequent
treatment; TTFST 1, TTFST on previous treatment (before entering the study); TTFST 2, TTFST on treatment after TuPro.
(B) Molecular biomarker categories. We define three categories of biomarkers based on the level of evidence available on their usefulness (‘‘Definition’’ row). The
‘‘Common use’’ row defines the current level of usage in the medical diagnostics community, while the last row provides representative examples for each one of
the three biomarker categories. The bucket images in the background represent the amount of data available for each category. MSI, microsatellite instability. #
as defined in the ESMO Scale for Clinical Actionability of molecular Targets (ESCAT); *FDA: https://www.fda.gov/regulatory-information/search-fda-guidance-
documents/vitro-companion-diagnostic-devices.
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results are quickly becoming standards in

tumor boards. However, our understand-

ing of the complex cellular interactions

that comprise the tumor and its microen-

vironment, as well as its response to

targeted or immunotherapies, is still in its

infancy. The TuPro consortium is building

a state-of-the-art profiling framework that

integrates cellular, molecular, spatial,

functional, and clinical information from

three tumor types and aims to determine
4 Cancer Cell 39, March 8, 2021
the relevance of this in-depth profiling

for treatment decisions by a tumor board.

By comparing treatment recommenda-

tionsbasedonemergingclinical diagnostic

approaches with those that integrate data

generated by TuPro, wewill assess the po-

tential of TuPro technologies to become

part of a new standard for precision medi-

cine. A major goal of TuPro is to clinically

evaluate whether the additional molecular

profiling informs and improves clinical de-
cision-making due to additional biological

insight. First, experts within both the pre-

tumor board and the tumor board make

an assessment of the clinical usefulness

of the data. During these expert evalua-

tions, attending oncologists use utility rat-

ings (Figure 2A, parameters 1 and 2) to

score the impact of the data provided by

the individual TuPro technologies. At this

initial assessment, it would not be possible

to relate the information from TuPro

https://www.fda.gov/regulatory-information/search-fda-guidance-documents/vitro-companion-diagnostic-devices
https://www.fda.gov/regulatory-information/search-fda-guidance-documents/vitro-companion-diagnostic-devices
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technologies toclinical parameters suchas

overall survival (OS) or progression-free

survival (PFS). At study completion, when

outcome data are available, we will eval-

uate the clinical relevance of TuPro data-

based treatment decisions using these

clinical outcomes (Figure 2A, parameter

3). The integrative nature of TuPro will

also allow for the identification of additional

features that could be suggested as novel

clinical biomarkersor treatment target can-

didates, allowing for hypothesis generation

and testing within the TuPro framework

(Figure 2A, parameters 4–6).

As part of the TuPro study, we identify

to which extent features already known

to be meaningful for cancer characteriza-

tion and treatment recommendations are

recapitulated in our findings. We consider

these as routine biomarkers (Figure 2B,

column 1). We expect that integrative an-

alyses of the available TuPro technologies

will further provide supportive evidence

for emerging biomarkers, defined as novel

indicators for clinical management that

are not yet fully characterized or estab-

lished in routine clinical practice

(Figure 2B, column 2). We will systemati-

cally evaluate known and emerging bio-

markers and the corresponding technolo-

gies for their inclusion in diagnostic tests.

Finally, TuPro will investigate exploratory

biomarkers, defined as data for which es-

tablishing clinical relevance still requires

large studies and complex integration

and mining approaches (Figure 2B, col-

umn 3). For this purpose, data science

and machine-learning algorithms will be

leveraged to investigate novel molecular

markers associated with drug response,

marker expression level as a function of

diverse clinical variables, and cell popula-

tion distribution as a predictor of treat-

ment response, among others. The com-

bination of bulk and single-cell data

collected from a multitude of molecular

signals offers opportunities for the devel-

opment of new approaches required for

data analysis and integration.

Outlook
The TuPro study is uniquely designed to

meet the demands of clinical practice

and to produce rich, high-dimensional da-

tasets for in-depth tumor characterization

within clinically relevant turnaround times.

To achieve swift advances with a direct

impact on clinical oncology practice, the

corresponding data need to be gener-
ated, interpreted, and summarized in

fast-paced clinical environments with

different ethical, regulatory, and temporal

constraints. The TuPro approach could

change the way cancer patients are

managed by providing novel diagnostic

tools and individualized therapies, and it

may facilitate the identification of novel

prognostic or predictive biomarkers and

potential new drug targets.

The cost of deep, multimodal profiling

of samples is still high, albeit steadily

decreasing. The TuPro infrastructure built

in the area of cancer diagnostics today

has the potential to become routine in a

few years, the same way genome and

exome sequencing are now routine tests

for the investigation of themolecular basis

of genetic disorders. It is of utmost impor-

tance to start creating workflows, analyt-

ical platforms, and data integration solu-

tions with the aim to leverage the large

amount of complex data that will be

generated within a clinical framework.

We hope that the path pioneered by Tu-

Pro will lead the way and complement

similar efforts in the pursuit of the suc-

cessful management of cancer.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information can be found online at
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ccell.2021.01.004.
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Supplementary Note 1: Indications and inclusion criteria 
 
The Tumor Profiler study includes patients with metastatic melanoma, ovarian carcinoma, and            
AML. In cutaneous melanoma, any patient with stage III/IV cutaneous melanoma is eligible.             
Patients with rare melanomas, i.e., mucosal and ocular melanomas, can be recruited            
independently of tumor stage, provided that they require systemic (including adjuvant) therapy.            
For ovarian carcinoma, patients with high-grade primary or recurrent adenocarcinoma of           
ovarian, tubal, or peritoneal origin at FIGO stage III/IV are eligible. For AML, patients with               
relapsed/refractory AML can be included. Notably, for all three indications, late-stage patients            
with limited treatment options can be recruited. 

Supplementary Note 2: Community resources 
As part of TuPro, we have implemented a framework that enables us to go from sample                
collection to the generation of detailed summary reports from surgical specimens within four             
weeks. This has required a large effort to streamline and automate the experimental and              
analytical workflows in the profiling technologies as well as the data integration and reporting              
platforms. The methods developed in this context will be made available to the broader scientific               
community, as exemplified by the first two publications we have released, which describe a              
semi-automated and fully reproducible pipeline for CyTOF data preprocessing, and a deep            
learning-based method to match single-cell data across different modalities (Crowell et al. 2020;             
Stark et al. 2020). 
 
TuPro data will also provide a powerful resource of single-cell, high-dimensional, and functional             
information for exploratory analyses. The comparative analyses of multi-level datasets (including           
clinical data) between responding and non-responding patients may allow for the identification            
of potential mechanisms of resistance to standard treatment and thus enable the discovery of              
novel therapeutic targets. It will prompt the generation of hypotheses that can be tested in               
subsequent patient samples as well as in publicly available datasets or other reference cohorts              
to identify putative prognostic and predictive biomarkers in cancer (e.g., marker expression,            
activated pathways, sample composition). Additionally, association studies across modalities         
and detailed analyses of DNA, RNA, protein, and pathway aberrations in each indication will              
likely lead to a better, more comprehensive understanding of the biology of these tumors              
(Kahles et al. 2018; Lehmann et al. 2015; PCAWG Transcriptome Core Group et al. 2020). 
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Supplementary Table 1: 

Supplementary Table 1: Molecular profiling technologies employed in TuPro. The molecular approach utilized and 
the type of data the technologies contribute toTuPro are briefly summarized in this table. The left-most panel groups 
the technologies within two categories based on the level of clinical diagnosis approval (Emerging Clinical Diagnostic 
approaches and TuPro Exploratory Technologies).4i DRP: Iterative indirect immunofluorescence imaging Drug 
Response Profiling.  * FoundationOne CDx test technical specifications 
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